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The structure of my report will take the form of a conversational curation for a
hypothetical exhibition. It is NOT a scientific exploration but is the human side of the
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film, rough copies of my unedited photos and rough copies my interviews to show
the extent of the research I took. The edited copies are also included.

My project (the exhibition) will take place in January 2013.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
I am not a scientist, I am not a doctor, I am not an Engineer, I am a theatre student.
Whilst I may not be conducting scientific experiments that will one day help mankind
or saving lives on the operating table or studying to become a trades person I am
talking…I love chatting to people, I love hearing their stories, I love the variety of
stories one can hear from just an individual. I love the idea that everyone out there
has a story to tell.
From 2010-2011 I spent over a year of my life teaching in Sri Lanka- I fell in love with
the people and the children I taught and I also fell in love with the stories the people
told me. It seemed to me when I started Warwick University to study ‘theatre and
performance studies’ I would never get the chance to go to Sri Lanka again. I was
wrong, ‘The Lord Rootes Memorial Fund’ gave me an opportunity to go there and
maybe do something different this time and come back to Ireland and England with
those stories I’d heard and be able to re-tell them. To even show the stories perhaps
in the form of photographs and film.
I travelled to Sri Lanka in the summer of 2012 in the month of July and conducted a
variety of interviews concerning the tsunami. I travelled to a number of destinations
and I took many photographs to document my journey.
In the following report you will be able to view some of the photographs taken and
the CD attached to this report will show some of the edited interviews that took
place. There is also a link to my blog on TUMBLR and a print out of it.

Whilst a natural disaster can be defined in a number ways, Pelling’s (2003) definition
that a natural disaster is “the outcome of hazard and vulnerability coinciding” and
causes a “state of major disruption to systematic function” best describes the
situation that faced Sri Lanka following the 2004 Tsunami.
Figure 1: Natural Disasters per annum since 1900 Source: Center for Research on the
Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED)
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Figure 1 illustrates that there has been a dramatic rise in natural disasters during the
past century. Furthermore, during the last decade there were 385 disasters, an
increase of 233 percent over 1980 to 1989, and of 67 percent over 1990 to 19991.
When coupled with population growth, this means human exposure to natural
hazards is inevitably increasing, particularly in coastal areas, as in Sri Lanka in 2004
and Japan in 2011.
The family unit is the bedrock of society and the success of a recovery in economic
and social terms is consequential on the direct and indirect impacts of housing
reconstruction.
I chose Sri Lanka for several reasons. Firstly, the scale of the 2004 disaster was the
most significant and impactful in its history and on me for my year abroad there.
Secondly, it is exceptional for the way residential land use was reshaped through the
reconstruction process. Finally, my association with Senahasa Trust (in the year
2011), who have undertaken rehabilitation and development projects in the Galle
area, provided me with a network of contacts that enabled original research .
In my initial research I found a large volume of literature on the short-term
consequences of the 2004 Tsunami but little medium or even long-term analysis of
the progress of affected communities. Whilst my focus was on housing and stories, I
also examined the indirect consequences of the housing reconstruction process on
other aspects of daily life because, as John Turner acknowledges, what a house
“does” is equally, if not more, important than what a house “is”. Turner was referring
to the vital links between the practical business of building houses and the strategic
aim of improving livelihoods and building all kinds of assets – social, political,
physical, human resource, and more.

1.1 Objectives
My main objective aimed to tell the story of the tsunami of 2004 through a series of
sensory exhibitions- photographs, sounds, short film clips, interviews and written
stories. I aimed to show the effects, the inability to rebuild and the benefits of the
aid that flowed into the country for years after, some of which was rumoured to be
misdirected.
My sub-research objectives were to establish whether:
·
there are direct housing medium term consequences through the examination
of whether residents live in better or worse quality houses today than pre-tsunami;
·
there are indirect socio-economic medium term consequences as a result of
the impact of housing reconstruction policy on other aspects of their lives today;
·
the recovery process has been successful, with success being defined as the
absence of negative medium term consequences; and
·
successful recovery appeared dependent on which housing reconstruction
approach residents experienced and to comment on how this compares to theory.
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I hoped that the report and audio-visual exhibition that I created would be able to
show the people of the West and the students of Warwick University the harrowing
tales of those unable to speak.

1.2 Sources of information/methods
I had a variety of information to choose from concerning the tsunami on the internet
and in libraries however, the human side could never be found. By that I mean I
could never really read an article and get to the heart of it. Sure enough I was able to
read the figures- the number of deaths, the numbers injured, the numbers of the
disappeared, the km of land destroyed etc. however, what I couldn’t read was
personal testimony, real stories, a real idea of what that day was like and what it
meant to the people in Sri Lanka.
I was lucky enough to have the help of the people I met the year before and of
course my ability to speak ‘Sinhala’ fluently. With the help of Ishara Ranasingha and
‘Tata’ Ranasingha (my dear friends) I was able to gain access to the ‘real’ houses and
‘real’ streets of Sri Lanka than I would have done as a white looking tourist alone. I
conducted interviews in both Sinhala and English and visited a variety of homes to
assess damage and listen to what they had to say.
It struck me how many people admitted to not feeling helped, to not feeling like they
were listened to. I was humbled by the gratitude shown by the people as I simply
listened to them. It was clear to me that not many people had taken time to sit them
down and really ask how they were now and how the tsunami had affected their
lives today.
I used a small and non-intrusive recording device for the interviews that I bought
myself before I left.

1.3 Limitations and constraints both on the execution of project
and on the report
Due to time constraints I was not able to travel as far as I could have in maybe 2
months.
Thus,
for
half
of
the
month
I
was
predominantly
interviewing/photographing/researching in the Galle/Unawatuna districts of
southern Sri Lanka. These areas are predominantly Sinhalese and also Unawatuna is
a tourist area thriving with ‘white backpackers’. However, I was able to compare the
tourist areas with the local areas of the southern province and in some ways this
proved to be an area that gained most of my focus. The inequalities of aid
distribution to tourist areas in comparison to rural local proved to be astounding.
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I was acutely aware of how personal the project was and I was admittedly rather shy
at the beginning, as I had to delve deeply into the events of that day. Instead, I used
a process where I let the interviewee become comfortable with me before they
opened up. This meant possibly taking a walk for an afternoon with them or cooking
some rice and curry with them etc. thus the project was slow moving but very
personal. It was also a much better experience for me. Some days I would wear my
sari and be brought into their lives. I was humbled.
1.4 Historical background
The country of Sri Lanka (formerly Ceylon when colonized by the British),
located 31 miles off the southeastern coast of India, was hit by a tsunami triggered
by a 9.0 magnitude earthquake off the coast of Sumatra on December 26, 2004. The
tsunami was one of the worst disasters ever recorded in Sri Lankan history. The
tsunami left tens of thousands dead, many more homeless, and caused widespread
chaos throughout the island. In addition to the human impacts, the tsunami had
widespread effects on Sri Lanka's environment and ecosystems. Civilian casualties in
Sri Lanka were second only to those in Indonesia. Reports vary on the number of
deaths since many people are still missing and the country lacks adequate
communications. In March 1, 2005, estimates stated that 36,603 people perished in
the months following the tsunami. Another 800,000 people living on the coasts of Sri
Lanka have been directly affected. The eastern shores of Sri Lanka faced the hardest
impact since they were facing the epicenter of the earthquake. The southwestern
shores were hit later, but the death toll was just as severe. The southwestern shores
are a hotspot for tourists as well as the fishing economy. Tourism and fishing
industries created high population densities along the coast. This is where I was for
most of my time there.
The coastal lifestyle of people in Sri Lanka contributed to the high death tolls.
The images included in the orange CD entitled ‘semi skimmed Sri Lanka’ illustrate the
correlation between population, affected areas, and mortality rates. In addition to
the high number of fatalities, approximately 90,000 buildings were destroyed.
Houses were easily destroyed since they were built mostly from wood.
“In the Maldives, in Sri Lanka and Indonesia, the disaster’s consequences for
the environment are very severe,”
U.N. Environment Chief, Klaus Toepfer
The connection between the natural environment and the human environment was
made known to the world on December 26, 2004. It will hopefully continue to be
portrayed in the media for months to come. There is an irony that is very apparent in
the story of the tsunami. The natural environment is what caused this disaster and
stole the lives of many people. Since the "dust has settled," people are now turning
to the environment for food, shelter, and income in the same ways they did before.
Preserving coastal forests and wetlands are being emphasized to provide buffers to
future tsunamis. Fisherman whose boats were not destroyed, are once again
heading to the oceans, and tourists are once again pondering the idea of a vacation
in Sri Lanka.
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Image Sources- earthobservatory.nasa.gov
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1.5 Technology and My Work
Before I went to Sri Lanka I was keen to prepare myself as much as possible. I took
part in 4 photography courses, began practise record interviews, editing the footage
from a hand held recorder and editing some of my own photography. I was well used
to handling technology from my previous year abroad however this time round I had
Expensive, impractical, weighty equipment that was rather daunting.
I came home with;
-over 60 interviews on voice recording
- a TUMBLR page with followers
-over 25-filmed interviews
-over 1700 photos taken
-4 rare DVD footage
-Sinhala songs and movies
-rare newspaper cuttings from the actual time it occurred
-old photos whose negatives where cleaned, fixed and printed.
-coconuts and homemade exhibition material
-smells for the exhibition- handucuro incense
I was very proud of what I was able to achieve in such a small space of time.
2.1 Photography and Editing
I used a Nikon 40D which was unlike anything I had used before. It wasn’t simply
‘click and voila’. It needed a technical knowledge that I really wasn’t previously
capable of. I got used to it quickly though and began to become ‘camera happy’
(REFER to CD’S (x2) of full edited photography.)
My usual editing style required an old editing machine in southern Galle. I usually
highlighted the full picture, used sepia or black and white effect then either by hand
or by highlighting it on the machine I would colour the photo with the ink under a
lamp and let it sit in the darkened room.
I went with my 1700 photograph collection on the last week only to find it had
closed down. My opportunity to create whacky photos had left me. However, I
decided this was not at all a bad thing. As I wanted my exhibition to be the ‘human
side’ I decided to leave the photographs natural. I picked up amazing details in
peoples faces with the camera and decided that to play around with editing their
faces would be to go against my main idea and also wrong in many ways. I simply
highlighted the colours slightly and removed any backgrounds that didn’t work.

2.2 recording device
As mentioned above I used a handy zoom H1 recording device thanks to the advice
of Ben Ransley. This item worked a charm. A rush to the post office on the morning
of my flight paid off, as without this recorder I doubt my project would have had the
same authenticity. I was able to stand on the main road and record the sounds of Sri
Lanka and take them home! It is so difficult to realistically create these noises and I
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feel as if my exhibition will benefit greatly due to the sharp sounds and clear voices. I
used ‘garage band’ on a Mac book pro as editing software to better the interviews
clarity.

2.3 The hand-held camera
Unfortunately, the hand-held camera that served me so well the previously year
came to its demise on this journey and really let me down.
It had a battery time of 3 hours of recording. Some of my interviews lasted 1 1/2
hours. Its sow death meant it lasted 20 mins before shutting off and refusing to turn
on again. Whilst I tried to fix this issue with a good charge every night- a new
government initiative to cut down on electricity costs meant NIGHTLY ELECTRICITY
CUTS and no way I could charge my equipment!! Some days this meant a delay of up
to 3 hours so I could charge quickly and run. Not ideal.
However, the footage I DID manage to obtain worked nicely in my edited film.

2.4 My Tumblr page
As promised, I created a Blog. I used Tumblr and it worked a charm. I was able to
stay in touch with home and friends and family and comment daily (if I could find a
computer that worked!!). Screen shots are shown below and a full print out of my
day-to-day ramblings is also included.
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Here is the link for the pagehttp://emermcdaid.tumblr.com/
The tumblr pages attached also show my routes, my journey and the day I did each
task. It was a useful tool to showcase the effort I out into the project.

Chapter 3 – Exhibition
All of the work seen above and the attached CD’S and photographs are all part of an
exhibition to come in January of next year. I thought carefully and for a long time of
what I wanted to achieve for this exhibition.
It is not going to be a charity expedition. You won’t be asked to walk around and look
at pretty photographs nor will you be asked to donate money afterwards.
What it is though, is a critique of the western worlds idea of ‘help’ of ‘charity.’ It is a
critic of how much we, as comparatively rich men, give to others. How much we
could give and how much we choose to.
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3.1 Exhibition Experience

Below is a rough idea of how my exhibition will take place.
Corridor outside the room- long corridor with photos and stories underneath.
People given a chance to view these photographs before entering.
There will be a sense of detachment viewing these photographs.
Exhibition begins- title wall= ‘tsunami’
Sound scape of waves begins loudly as they enter
Group of 20 or less enter a darkened studio. They walk forward but are
stopped by coconut string that has cordoned off a quarter of the room.
Once everyone is inside the door closes
The sound scape quietens slightly…and dulls
New sound scape of my own vocal diary comes on- it mentions the
project when I was emotional after hearing a story from a man on the
beach ‘I didn’t realize what I would be getting myself into and hearing,
this is all a bit much’
Room still darkened- large wall taken up by projection board is lit and a
video showing the tsunami coming into the southern province
Image freezes
Interview is heard from someone talking about what they saw that day
Video begins again
Freezes and another interview is heard
News reports begins first in English (bbc)
A full fat file on the number of deaths
Projector is turned off. Lights dull once more- the people are in
darkness- another interview is heard from someone. This time in
Sinhala.
A light is now shone on one wall slowly and the coconut cord is
removed. People can walk to a wall covered in original tsunami
pictures. Sounds begin from the video that was taken on the day- news
reports are also played- mixture of Sinhala and English. The wall shows
original newspaper cutting, children’s drawings and photographs.
Projector screen begins again- news reports in Sinhala begin again.
Lights turn off. Video is shown showing the devastation the tsunami
had on the country with a helicopters view
New wall- title= ‘devastation’
Lights dull on projector screen
Noises of Sri Lanka today begin – the audience in the darkness are able
to hear the yells of kids in the court-yard, the roar of the buses, the
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chants of monks – all taken by my OWN recordings. Nothing from
archives.
The smell of Handucuro incense is burned (temple smell- highly rare
and significant in Sri Lanka) and should be filling the room
Lights come up on projector screen- shows video footage I have taken
of the damaged areas that have NOT been helped. Shows a video of a
prostitute den that was a donated pre-school. Image freezes
Interview with NGO comes on. This man talks of what happened after
the tsunami- the aid that was brought in. it will cut to different people.
Most people said ‘the aid was good but misdirected’
Lights will shine on the new wall- images showing utter devastation
present day, they will accompany details concerning the buildings.
Once it appears like the people have seen enough another interview
will begin to play.
New wall- title= ‘survival’
Projector will begin, show images of smiling happy people, show me
dancing me with my family and show the people I interviewed.
A sound recording will begin, it is me asking the question ‘are you
happy?’ lots of people answer in both English and Sinhala
Sounds recordings will begin, the kids talking to me. It will focus on
laughter and a sense of moving on.
There is a sounds recoding of people saying they will never forget, that
they feel like the rest of the world has forgotten but they cannot.
Videos will begin playing again it will be in slow motion depicting some
of the facial expressions during interviews- some will be touching, some
will be happy.
The next wall will be lit- the banner title ‘survival’ my photos of profiles
and close ups of the smiling wonderful people will be shown with a
description of what they suffered
My own recording will come on detailing my amazement at their ability
to remain strong and carry on after such devastation.
Lights will all go off- sounds recordings of sri Lanka- handucuro burned.
A feeling like they could be in Sri Lanka. Coconuts will be lit around the
room. In candlelight then people will listen to some more until all lights
will slowly come up.
A possible fact file will come up detailing once again the numbers of deaths
and figures concerning the tsunami then the number of interviews, videos,
sound recordings that I did etc will be shown
Sri Lankan music will play- the exhibition is over. People are free to leave
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Small details shown in the outline of my exhibition are likely to change due to room
bookings etc, however, the idea will remain the same.

3.2 Initial Breakdown of costs
Proposed budget
Minimum cost of items given below.

Preparation costs- Private photography lessonSubjects
• Photography - GCSE or Standards - £15
• Photography - A-Level or Highers - £15
• Photography - Further/Higher (university) - £17.50 x 2= £35
• Photography - Adult/Casual learner - £15
• Art - GCSE or Standards - £15
• Art - A-Level or Highers - £15
Art - Adult/Casual learner - £15

SUBTOTAL - min £35
PREPARATION COURSES- WILLING TO PAY COURSES WITH OWN MONEY

Travel costs
Flights- Last checked 29/12/11- Qatar airways- skyscanner.com = return £625
Travel insurance- post office website – £104.17
Total costs for Buses/ Trains/ Tuk-Tuks/taxis (for the off-road routes) for all 34 days£300
SUBTOTAL £1029.17

Sri Lanka
Accommodation costs- 33 nights x 8 pounds= £264
Food and sundries- minimum required =34 days x 4 pounds = £136
Willing to put in some of my own money for food and living costs. Realistic cost£300 (£9 daily)
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SUBTOTAL £400

Exhibition costs
Printed in Sri Lanka, Galle town, Kodak shop.
A3 sized printed photographs 1500 rupees- £9
A4 sized photos 700 rupees- £4.20
A2 sized photos 2000 rupees- £11
Estimated printing of 50 photos for exhibition
Printing prices- 30 x A3- £270
15 x A4- £63
5 x A2- £55
Exhibition title banner- 7000 rupees- £40

Mounts- pricing
http://www.picturelizard.co.uk/PhotoMounts.php?cPath=169&ref=2&gclid=CO7Kxe
CJsq0CFUQMfAodtl1Fng
A2- £5.45 - x 5= £27.50
A4- £1.29 x 15= £19.35
A3- £2.54 x 30= £76.20
28x32” white backing board- from £2.28 x 30= £68.40

Exhibition PR
http://www.flyerzone.co.uk/basket/pick/?zone=THICK
500 paper flyers advertising the exhibition of recycled, environmentally friendly
paper minimum price- £61.08
SUBTOTAL £680.53

GRAND TOTAL- minimum required £2109.70
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3.3 Actual expenditure

PreparationMalaria tablets- 60 pounds
Injection booster 30 pounds
Rucksack and other items for camping-30 pounds
Cover: OUL Silver Single Trip Cost: £15.40 (Inclusive of Insurance Premium
Tax) Destination: Sri Lankan Period of Cover: 07/07/2012 Single Trip, Duration: 31
Days
Travel costs
Bus to airport return –=20.50 pounds
Taxi from airport 2500 Rs day 1 = 15 pounds
Buses for full time there per day- 5 pounds x 29 days =145 pounds
Taxi to rural areas per day 6 pound journeys x 20 days= 120 pounds
Taxi back to airport from Unawatuna 8000 Rs= 48 pounds
Flights – return=€759.57 Euros = 613.43 pounds sterling
Subtotal- 971.93

Hotel and food costs
3 weeks hotel price 3000 Rs per night = 378 pounds
Food per day 1500 Rs- 9 pounds = 261 pounds
Sundries 500 Rs per day (3 pounds)= 87 pounds
Subtotal- 726
Exhibition costs (so far -advertising tools)
1 large canvas- as part of an offer= 20.50 pounds
2 x large banners from ‘Vista print’= 36.76 pounds
3x bunting for exhibition hand-made= 35 pounds
Negatives printed in Sri Lanka of tsunami day, 1000 Rs= 6 pounds
Photos (to be printed December before exhibition)= (8.80 each) 264 pounds total
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Pack of 10 mounts (white)= 22.95 pounds x 2 = 45.90 pounds
Other materials such as PR and extra materials for exhibition- 100 pounds
Subtotal- 418.16

Total Cost 2206.09 pounds

I have left out camera damages, a new hand held camera after mine breaking
and other necessities, which I feel I cannot justify using Lord Rootes money
for.
Therefore, the total- including damages, lost items etc would have amounted
to somewhere short of 2500.80 pounds
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3.4 Photograph Examples
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3.4 Summary and thoughts
I am proud of what I achieved this summer. I helped for over one year in 2010/2011
and left feeling angry at myself for not giving more, for not being able to give more
at the time. It sounds pretentious and patronising; but until you witness a child of 5
faint at 8am in school because she’s hungry, or until you see someone sob because
they can’t eat you can’t understand what it means to ‘have more.’
We see Oxfam adverts- normally around the festive period, and we see cutting
imagery of starving children and we hear the usual appeal but what I am worried
about is how desensitised we in the West are to these appeals. I am not saying we
should listen to these harrowing tales and watch these gripping images with a sense
of sympathy and disgust at the inequalities of mankind every time they come on the
television…the moral justification of my exhibition is the idea that we are all capable
of doing something whether it is simply listening…. listening and gaining a sense of
perspective in life. I am highly aware of the insular nature of Western culture but
more specifically Warwick University itself. Nicknamed ‘the bubble’ it doesn’t really
encourage a sense of help perspective. Seeing my friends sob and stress over
deadlines is both sad to me and something I wish was not there. I know I cannot
change the way people see things and I am not saying that I myself don’t get
stressed but I believe
that a sense of
perspective goes a long
way in life.
The end of my exhibition
shows a series of films
and images depicting
recent and not so recent
natural disasters across
the world. The questions
‘remember these? What
have done lately to
help?’ will follow. I
believe these are
poignant rhetorical
questions to finish my
exhibition with.
I went out to Sri Lanka for one year to teach, I then went back to create a student
amateur documentary about how the tsunami had affected the lives of the people I
grew to love.
I haven’t really done anything significant, but then again, I believe I can do more to
help.
Put simply, Sri Lanka holds a place in my heart and I want to help more and can see
myself possibly moving there in the future to further my work in the field of
voluntary teaching. I am helping in the ways I know I can. I hope that people attempt
to do the same and I believe the Lord Roote’s fund is a means to do this.
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You only live once
Ayubowan
Enclosed you will find;
7 CD’S
1 DVD
Print out of my tumblr
Print out of receipts
Photograph copies
Pictures of my materials for the exhibition
Banner poster

Above shows a bed covered by the materials I brought back with me for my
exhibition- including the publicity poster (bottom right-blue sign) and photos, a large
canvas showing a boys face. A book called ‘best island’, newspaper cuttings, original
children’s paintings and more.
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